STUDENT JOBS FOR THE virtual classroom

EXAMPLES AND DESCRIPTIONS TO SUPPORT SHARED LEADERSHIP DURING CONTINUOUS LEARNING

CHAT MONITOR
Designate one student to keep an eye on the "chat" and get your attention if there is a question or response to address.

TECHNOLOGY ADVISOR
One person assigned to sharing potential issues with your virtual class, supporting their peers (and their teacher!!!) with helpful tips like, "your mute is on" or "we cannot see the shared screen or white board."

TELETEACHER NOTETAKER
In this remix of the "teacher's assistant," a student takes notes to support the teacher in following up on specific items or assignments throughout the day.

HANDRAISING MONITOR
One assigned student reminds teacher if he or she notes any participants with raised hands. The monitor could be responsible for reporting raised hands to the teacher only every 10-15 minutes or an otherwise appropriate time period.

STARTING ACTIVITY OR CLOSING ACTIVITY LEADER
Students could work with their teacher to lead a portion of the starting activity for the content for that day's zoom meeting. The student leader could welcome their peers to class and give directions on the activity, provide positive feedback to their peers for their work on journal prompts or otherwise assigned starting/ closing activities, or read the objectives for class that day.

FOR ADDITIONAL RESOURCES FOR EDUCATORS AND FAMILIES, PLEASE VISIT
ci3t.org/covid